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 ABSTRACT 

 

 

Exploring the Role of Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility 

and Brand Involvement in Online Negative Word-of-Mouth: An 

Examination of Outcomes and Processes 

 

Chaoqing Guo 

 

This research studies the role of Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and 

Brand Involvement in the process of online negative Word-of-Mouth spreading, and this 

research also examines the behavioral and non-behavioral outcomes of online negative 

Word-of-Mouth. This research also looks at the process of online negative Word-of-Mouth 

spreading. This article uses two-way ANOVAs to examine the interaction effects of Perceived 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand Involvement on the Perceived Usefulness of 

negative Word-of-Mouth, and uses the Baron and Kenny’s method to test the mediation effect 

of Perceived Usefulness of negative Word-of-Mouth on the relationship of Perceived WOM 

Credibility and Brand Involvement’s interaction effect with behavioral and non-behavioral 

outcomes. This research has economic significance and can help brand managers evaluate the 

Processes and Outcomes of the Online Negative Word-of-Mouth and the importance of 

Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand Involvement. 

                  iii 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Word-of-Mouth is an extensively researched topic in Marketing. Looking at the literature on 

Word-of-Mouth, we can find that there are several studies on the effects of Word-of-Mouth on 

consumers. For instance, Trusov, Bucklin, and Pauwels (2009) concluded that using 

Word-of-Mouth is more effective in influencing consumer behavior than using the traditional 

marketing approaches, and it can bring more commercial rewards for companies than the 

traditional approaches. For example, Voss estimated that about 80% of purchase decisions 

resulted from direct recommendation (Voss, 1984). In other words, Word-of-Mouth is a very 

effective approach to affect consumer behavior. Furthermore, Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) 

found that positive Word-of-Mouth can improve the sales of the products. In other words, good 

use of Word-of-Mouth can help companies improve their revenues. Although there are many 

existing studies about the effects of Word-of-Mouth, there are few that looked at negative 

Word-of-Mouth, while the spreading of negative Word-of-Mouth and rumors online is a very 

common phenomenon which is very worthy to be studied nowadays. In this research, we 

investigate, in an online scenario, the process of how the perceived credibility of the Negative 

Word-of-Mouth Source and Brand Involvement interact with each other to affect consumers. 

We also systemically evaluate the behavioral and non-behavioral outcomes of online negative 

Word-of-Mouth. This thesis can also provide a contribution to investigate the processes of 

Negative Word-of-Mouth spreading. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Online Negative Word-of-Mouth 

Word-of-Mouth and Online Negative Word-of-Mouth (NWOM)  
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    What is Word-of-Mouth? Word-of-Mouth is a term in the marketing literature, and 

Word-of-Mouth communication happens very commonly. According to Martin and Lueg’s 

(2013) definition, Word of mouth is the passing of information from person to person by 

face-to-face communications or online communications. According to Godes and Mayzlin 

(2004), Word-of-Mouth refers to an interpersonal and informal exchange of information about 

the products, services, and consumption experiences; the information can be negative or 

positive. Estimates have maintained that about 80% of the purchase decisions are influenced by 

individuals’ direct recommendations (Voss, 1984). Today we live in the Internet era, and people 

are faced with information overload. Almost all of us have access to the Internet. Furthermore, 

there are several popular social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter. They provide a 

very convenient platform to exchange information and consumption experiences, and make the 

information exchanges online more common and more convenient than any time before. More 

and more consumers are willing to write an online review after purchasing something, or to 

make an online comment about products or services. In other words, online Word-of-Mouth 

communication happens more frequently than ever. However, those comments, statements, 

product reviews, and online brand-related reports provided by consumers can be negative, 

biased, or untrue (Muñiz and Hope, 2005). For example, online websites often report that 

KFC’s chicken have 6 wings. The Negative Word-of-Mouth is dangerous and can affect 

consumers. Bougie, Pieters, and Zeelenberg (2003) defined negative Word-of-Mouth (NWOM) 

as a process by which a source shares negative experiences and opinions about goods, services, 

and organizations, so online negative Word-of-Mouth is the passing of negative information 

about products, services, or consumption experiences from person to person through online 

communications. Word-of-Mouth statements made online may be negative, untrue and unfair, 

because Word-of-Mouth Sources may make these statements for their own benefits. We can 

conclude from many studies that Word-of-Mouth Sources can be divided into 2 categories: 

Company-dependent or Company-independent. The company-dependent source refers to a 

source that is secretly supported by the company and makes the NWOM to attack the 
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company’s competitors. The company-independent source refers to a source that is independent 

and makes the NWOM for the consumers’ benefits (Van Hoye & Lievens, 2007). If the 

Word-of-Mouth Source is company-dependent, the company-dependent Word-of-Mouth 

sources have a high probability of making untrue Word-of-Mouth statements for the purpose of 

promoting their own brands or products, and attacking competitors (Bone, 1995; Smith & Vogt, 

1995). In that case, the online Word-of-Mouth statement can be untrue, and the perceived 

credibility of the Word-of-Mouth Source is a very critical factor in the Negative 

Word-of-Mouth spreading process. On the other hand, Brand Involvement is another important 

factor in the NWOM spreading process, because people with high Brand Involvement trend to 

ignore the NWOM. In this article, we use the online negative Word-of-Mouth literature to study 

when consumers encounter an online rumor or negative Word-of-Mouth, how they react, and 

the role of Word-of-Mouth Source credibility and Brand Involvement in the process of the 

negative online Word-of-Mouth spreading. 

 

Negative Effects of the Online Negative Word-of-Mouth on Consumers 

According to the literature, negative Word-of-Mouth can effectively impede Negative 

Word-of-Mouth Receivers’ purchase behavior, and as a consequence, the revenues of the 

relevant firms are affected (Reichheld, Markey, & Hopton, 2000). Buchegger, and Le Boudec 

(2003) showed that the effects of rumors on consumer attitudes and trust toward the brand are 

significant. Furthermore, consumers’ Brand Attractiveness, Brand Trust and Purchase 

Intentions are all mentioned and had been shown in studies to be significantly influenced by the 

effects of negative Word-of-Mouth (Martin & Lueg 2013, Muñiz & Hope 2005, Van Hoye & 

Lievens 2007). These negative effects can result in decreased revenues for the company and a 

loss of existing and potential consumers. Many marketers pay attention to the negative 

Word-of-Mouth about their brand because of the significant outcomes of the negative 

Word-of-Mouth. Many marketers are worried about the effect of negative Word-of-Mouth, as 
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negative Word-of-Mouth may appear with no evidence or only unproven plausible evidence to 

support these allegations. Furthermore, several consumers may choose to change their purchase 

behavior and decrease their brand trust according to the negative Word-of-Mouth (Martin & 

Lueg, 2013). Given the fact that bad experiences will leave a longer-lasting memory in 

consumers than good experiences, in the real world negative Word-of Mouth is more common 

and has more serious consequences than positive Word-of-Mouth. Negative Word-of-Mouth is 

more worthy of research for companies in the marketplace. On the other hand, by studying 

negative Word-of-Mouth and the role of the Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility in 

the process of negative Word-of-Mouth spreading, companies may know what to do to deal 

with the Negative Word-of-Mouth about their brands, products, or services.  

 

Proposed Conceptual Framework 

Moderation Model  

   This article proposes that there is a moderation effect of Brand Involvement on the 

relationship between Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and the Perceived 

Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth.  

 

Figure 1: Moderation effect of Brand Involvement 
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Mediation Model 

   This thesis proposes that Perceived Credibility of the WOM Source has a positive 

relationship with the perceived usefulness of the NWOM; Brand Involvement has a negative 

relationship with the perceived usefulness of the NWOM. 

   This thesis also proposes that there is a mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness of the 

Negative Word-of-Mouth on the relationship of the interaction effect of Perceived 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand Involvement with the outcomes of the online 

negative Word-of-Mouth. 

   This thesis systemically concluded the Perceived Usefulness of the NWOM has negative 

relationships with Brand Attitude, Brand Trust, Brand Attractiveness, and Purchase Intention. 

The Perceived Usefulness of the NWOM has a positive relationship with the Spreading NWOM 

Behavior. 

 

Figure 2: Mediation effects of Perceived Usefulness of the negative Word-of-Mouth 
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Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility 

   Why do people believe that the negative Word-of-Mouth is authentic? This is a very 

important question in studying the negative Word-of-Mouth spreading process. According to 

Liang and Yang (2015), if the perceived credibility of the object which is spreading the negative 

WOM is low, the Negative Word-of-Mouth will not have an impact on consumers’ judgement 

and behavior; if the perceived credibility of the object spreading the negative WOM is high, 

people will not use rational thinking to seriously consider if the rumor is true or untrue. Dichter 

(1966) showed that Word-of-Mouth receivers are seriously condsiderng whether they can trust 

the Word-of-Mouth sources’ statements. In other words, the Word-of-Mouth receivers consider 

the Word-of-Mouth sources’ credibility before they make their decisions on whether to believe 

the statements made by the Word-of-Mouth sources. As discussed, we can see that the perceived 

Word-of-Mouth source credibility is a very important factor in studying the process of how the 

negative Word-of-Mouth spreads, and in studying whether the negative Word-of-Mouth can 

influence consumers and have consequent outcomes. From the literature, we know that when the 

perceived Word-of-Mouth source credibility is high, consumers rely on the Word-of-Mouth 

source to form their opinion and to take their decisions, and are more likely to believe the 

Word-of-Mouth source’s statement. On the other hand, if the Word-of-Mouth source credibility 

is low, the consumers will not believe the statements and make the decision and judgment based 

on their own experiences and choose to not trust the Word-of-Mouth statements (Martin & Lueg , 

2013).     

What is Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility? The Perceived Word-of-Mouth 

Source Credibility is the Word-of-Mouth Receiver’s perception of the credibility of the 

Word-of-Mouth Source (Chaiken, 1980). In this research, Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source 

Credibility refers to the extent to which the Word-of-Mouth Source has sufficient expertise, 

experience, evidence, and level of trustworthiness perceived by WOM receivers to make them 

believe the word-of-mouth is authentic and useful. Research showed that people will consider the 
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Word-of Mouth Source Credibility and then make their decisions (Dichter, 1966). People will 

decide whether to use the Word-of-Mouth and whether to spread the Word-of-Mouth to other 

people according to the level of perceived Word-of-Mouth credibility. Many studies found that 

there are four attributes to measure Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility: Word-of-Mouth Source 

Expertise, Word-of-Mouth Source Experience, Word-of-Mouth Source Trustworthiness, and 

evidence (Cheung, Lee, & Rabjohn, 2008; Martin & Lueg, 2013). Similarly, according to Kelley 

(1997), people assess the credibility of an individual based on that individual’s trustworthiness, 

experience, knowledge, and evidence (Kelley, 1997). From these findings, we know that people 

rely on these four attributes to perceive the Word-of-Mouth Source’s Credibility and then decide 

on how to use the Word-of-Mouth statement (believe it or ignore it). As for the four attributes, 

let us discuss them in detail and demonstrate their relationships with the Word-of-Mouth Source 

Credibility. 

Word-of-Mouth Source trustworthiness refers to the extent to which individuals’ statements 

are believed to be genuine (Pornptakan, 2004). How do people judge whether the 

Word-of-Mouth Source is trustworthy? Van Hoye and Lieven (2009) divided the 

Word-of-Mouth Source into two categories: organization-dependent Word-of-Mouth Source, and 

organization-independent Word-of-Mouth Source. Organization-dependent WOM Source refers 

to a WOM Source that is supported secretly by the company and that releases the Negative 

WOM on purpose to attack the competitors of the company. On the other hand, 

Organization-independent WOM Source refers to a WOM Source that is independent and that 

releases the Negative WOM for the benefit of the consumers (Van Hoye & Lieven, 2009). Van 

Hoye and Lieven (2009) showed that the Sources of Word-of-Mouth are not supposed to make 

the statement for their own benefits, and if the listeners find that the sources of the negative 

Word-of-Mouth make the statements to beat competitors and for their own benefits, the 

trustworthiness of the Word-of-Mouth statement decreases dramatically. In other words, if 

people find out that the Word-of-Mouth statements were released for the purpose of harming 

competitors and to benefit the Word-of-Mouth Sources themselves; few people will believe the 
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Word-of-Mouth statements. However, if people believe that the Word-of-Mouth statements were 

released for the benefits of consumers, they will believe and rely on the Word-of-Mouth 

statements to make their judgments (Van Hoye & Lieven, 2009). Furthermore, most 

organization-dependent Word-of-Mouth Sources are thought to make the Word-of-mouth 

statements for the benefist of the organization, and the statements made by 

organization-independent Word-of-Mouth Sources are more likely to be accepted by consumers 

(Van Hoye & Lieven, 2009). In this thesis, the WOM Source Trustworthiness refers to whether 

the WOM Source is organization-dependent or organization-independent.  

Word-of-Mouth Source Expertise is defined as the extent to which Word-of-Mouth 

Receivers believe the Word-of-Mouth Sources to have a high degree of skills or knowledge of a 

particular object (Braunsberger & Munch, 1998). Expertise is the perception that the 

Word-of-Mouth Source is able to make valid claims or has knowledge of an object (Ohanian, 

1991). The Word-of-Mouth Sources that are well-trained or process significant information in 

their professional areas are considered to have greater expertise than others. Research found that 

Word-of-Mouth Sources with greater expertise have greater influence over consumers than 

Word-of-Mouth Sources without expertise (Sweeney et al., 2008). Similarly, the literature 

concluded that perceived expertise plays a very important role in the development of trust and 

the sense of credibility (Doney & Cannon, 1997). Doney and Cannon (1997) directly linked the 

expertise with trust and credibility, and found that expertise is a very crucial factor which affects 

the trust-building process. This means that if the Word-of-Mouth Source has sufficient 

knowledge of their professional areas, the statements they make are more easily trusted by 

Word-of-Mouth receivers. As a consequence, when the Word-of-Mouth Source provides 

negative information and statements about the brand, if the perceived Word-of-Mouth Source 

Expertise is high, people more rely on the Word-of-Mouth Source. 

Word-of-Mouth Source Experience refers to the level of a Word-of-Mouth Source’s 

familiarity with a specific area that comes from actual usage (Braunsberger & Munch, 1998). In 

other words, if a Word-of-Mouth Source has experiences in dealing with the negative WOM 
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topic in actual practice, consumers more easily believe the statements. Research showed that 

Word-of-Mouth Receivers will consider Word-of-Mouth Source Experience as an important 

factor when making purchase decisions, and in the early stage of making decisions, people will 

rely on the Word-of-Mouth Source Experience to make their decisions (Engel et al, 1969). As a 

result, from the literature, we know that the Word-of-Mouth Source Experience is an important 

attribute to the perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility. 

Although the Word-of-Mouth Sources’ evidence is seldom researched in the literature, the 

Word-of-Mouth Sources’ evidence is a very importance attribute of the perceived 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility. In the Word-of-Mouth communication, if the 

Word-of-Mouth Sources can provide evidence, even if the evidence may be unproven, fake, or 

implausible, the Word-of-Mouth Receivers may be more affected. Furthermore, when the 

Word-of-Mouth Sources can provide sufficient evidence to support the statements they make, 

people will tend to believe the statements with that evidence than those without evidence 

(Martin & Lueg, 2013). In Dichter (1996), when the sources of Word-of-Mouth can provide 

proof in their speech, Word-of-Mouth Sources can make people believe their statements. Also 

in Martin and Lueg (2013), relationships are shown between the Evidence and whether people 

will rely on the Word-of-Mouth Source and then trust and use the statements provided by the 

Source. From this literature, we know that the Evidence of the Word-of-Mouth is also an 

important attribute of the perceived Word-of-Mouth Source credibility.  

 

Brand Involvement 

   Besides the Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility, there is another factor that can affect 

Word-of-Mouth Receivers’ perceived usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth. That is brand 

involvement. Brand Involvement refers to the extent of the personal relevance of the brand to 

the individual in values, goals, and self-concepts (Engel & Blackwell, 1982). Similarly, Park 

and Mittal (1995) defined Brand Involvement as relevant to consumers’ personal interests, 

personal values, goals, and self-concept. In another words, once the brand can express 
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consumers’ personal interests, personal values, goals, and self-concept, consumers will have 

high Brand Involvement. Many articles measured Brand Involvement using 3 attributes: 

Brand-Sign Value, Brand-hedonic Value, and Brand Risk. Brand-sign value refers to the brand 

possessing some symbolic values to people, and whether the Brand can help people express 

their self-concept, show what he/she likes, and interests to others. Brand-hedonic value refers to 

the pleasure or anything else provided by the brand which can be greater than from other brands. 

Brand Risk is the perceived risk of choosing one brand, including an opportunity loss if a 

consumer happens to buy another brand (Mittal & Lee, 1989). According to Mittal and Lee 

1989, once consumers find the brand can express their self-concept and show their interests, the 

brand involvement will be high. Once the brand can bring to consumers many pleasures, the 

brand involvement will be high. Once the opportunity cost of changing brands is high, the 

consumers’ brand involvement will also be high. (Mittal & Lee, 1989) 

The level of personal Brand Involvement can alter the extent of consumers’ perceived 

usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth. According to Muñiz and Hope (2005), in the abandoned 

brand community of Apple Newton, there are many negative statements about the Apple 

Newton. For instance, Apple Newton is to easily lose stored data, never to be recovered again. 

However, people with high Brand Involvement in Apple Newton said in the Brand Community 

Forum that if the users have faith, the lost data will be recovered. Muñiz and Hope (2005) 

found that people with high Brand Involvement will always find excuses for the negative things 

of the brand when the brand is proved to be not so good. So, we know that people with high 

Brand involvement will chose to ignore the negative reports on the brand and keep using and 

buying the products of the brand. Even worse, these people with high Brand Involvement can 

always find excuses for the negative part of the brand and their products (Muñiz & Hope, 2005). 

Similarly according to Martin and Lueg (2013), when people are highly involved with the brand, 

they tend to decide according to their own experiences and consider the brand as good, and 

when the Brand Involvement is low, people will consider other people’s opinions. In this case, 

the level of Brand Involvement of the Word-of-Mouth receivers can alter the extent of the 
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perceived usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth to Word-of-Mouth Receivers. As a result, Brand 

Involvement is a very important moderator in the relationship between the perceived credibility 

of the Word-of-Mouth Source and the perceived usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth. 

 

Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth 

Perceived usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth refers to the individual’s perception of whether 

the Word-of-Mouth is useful to them (Cheung, Lee, & Rebjohn, 2008). The extent of the 

perceived usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth can lead to whether the consumer behavior will 

change accordingly. Cheung, Lee, and Rebjohn (2008) showed that if consumers perceive the 

usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth to be high, the adoption of the Word-of-Mouth will be higher, 

and they will change their behavior according to the Word-of-Mouth. Furthermore, they stated 

that there is a positive relationship between the perceived credibility of the Word-of-Mouth 

source and perceived usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth (Cheung, Lee & Rebjohn, 2008). In other 

words, if consumers perceive the credibility of the Word-of-Mouth Source to be high, they will 

think the Word-of-Mouth statement is very useful to them and behave accordingly. High 

Perceived Word-of-Mouth Credibility can lead to High perceived Usefulness of Word-of-Mouth 

for Word-of-Mouth Receivers. Once the Word-of-Mouth Receivers think the Usefulness of the 

Word-of-Mouth is high and they believe the Word-of-Mouth statements, they will change their 

behavior according to the Word-of-Mouth. Once the Perceived usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth 

is high, there will be Behavioral and Non-Behavioral outcomes from the Word-of-Mouth 

receivers.  

 

Consumers’ Behavioral Outcomes and Non-Behavioral Outcomes 

There are several marketing studies of the effects of Word-of-Mouth on people’s 

behavioral outcomes and non-behavioral outcomes (Bansal & Voyer, 2000; Martin & Lueg, 

2013). According to Martin and Lueg (2013), Word-of-Mouth can effectively affect 
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Word-of-Mouth receivers’ purchase behavior and brand trust, and have other consequences. So 

we can conclude that the spreading of negative information through the negative WOM 

communications can influence people and then generate some behavioral outcomes and 

non-behavioral outcomes. Obviously once people encounter Negative Word-of-Mouth, there 

will be outcomes. As many people have researched the outcomes of Word-of-Mouth, the 

outcomes of Word-of-Mouth are well known. We classify the outcomes into two categories: 

Non-Behavioral Outcomes and Behavioral Outcomes. Non-Behavioral Outcomes refer to some 

non-behavioral changes, such as Negative Brand Attractiveness, Decreased Brand Trust, 

Decreased Brand Attractiveness, Decreased Brand Trustworthiness, and Decreased Purchase 

Intentions. Behavioral Outcomes refers to some behavior changes, such as Spreading the 

Negative Word-of-Mouth to others. In this thesis, we will study the outcomes systemically.  

 

Non-Behavioral Outcome 1: Negative Brand Attitude 

Brand Attitude is defined as the degree of positivity or negativity of the attitudes toward the 

brand (Whan Park, MacInnis, Priester, Eisingerich, & Iacobucci, 2010). Martin and Lueg (2013) 

used Eagly and Chaiken’s expectancy-value model to discuss how consumers’ attitudes are 

formed and why their brand attitude is influenced. In this thesis, when consumers receive 

positive information about the brand or product, and if they believe this positive information, 

they will believe the purchase is promising and worthy, and their attitudes toward the brand or 

product will increase (Martin & Lueg, 2013). On the other hand, when consumers receive 

negative information about the brand or product, and if they find the information to be useful for 

their decision and judgement, they will think the purchase is not so satisfying and is not a wise 

decision. Their attitudes toward the brand or product will decrease, and it is very possible to 

result in negative attitudes toward the brand or product. There is also research to show that the 

Word-of-Mouth will result in the change of attitudes (Sundaram & Webster, 1999). According to 

the literature, we know that once consumers encounter the online Negative Word-of-Mouth, and 
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if they find the Word-of-Mouth statement to be useful for their decision making, their brand 

attitudes will be affected.  

 

Non-Behavioral Outcome 2: Decreased Brand Trust 

Brand trust is defined as the perceived trustworthiness of the brand. Trust is a cornerstone 

and one of the most desired qualities of the brand (Garbarino & Johnson, 1999). Brand Trust is 

the expectation that the target object represents integrity, sincerity, and honesty (Crosby, Evens, 

& Cowles, 1990). If one brand has high brand trust, consumers will more likely choose it. Brand 

Trust is a very critical factor that can make consumers become repeat customers. High Brand 

Trust gives consumers a signal that they can trust the quality of the brand and product and repeat 

buying the product (Erdem & Swait, 2004). As a result, Brand Trust is a key factor that every 

brand manager should consider. However, when the Negative Word-of-Mouth statement about 

the brand or product is posted online, people may worry about the quality of the brand or product. 

As a result, they may no longer trust the quality of the brand or product. Even worse, they may 

choose not to repeat their purchase. According to the literature, negative Word-of-Mouth can 

harm consumers’ brand trust (Muñiz & Hope, 2005). In this article, the authors found that when 

consumers encounter negative tales about the brand, some community members’ brand trust are 

affected. Even worse, negative statements in the brand community can make some consumers 

abandon the brand and the product (Muñiz & Hope, 2005). So we know that once consumers 

encounter the online rumour or online Negative Word-of-Mouth, and if they find the 

Word-of-Mouth statement to be useful for their decision making, their brand trust will be 

affected.  

 

 

 

Non-Behavioral Outcome 3: Decreased Brand Attractiveness  
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Brand Attractiveness refers to the force of attraction of the brand to consumers. Strong 

Brand Attractiveness can arouse consumers’ interests and create a dramatic force to make 

consumers admire and approach the brand. Attractiveness is a force far beyond the physical 

appeal of the product to consumers. In other words, Brand Attractiveness is the perception of 

whether a brand possesses desirable attributes. Van Hoye, and Lievens (2007) showed that 

negative Word-of-Mouth can lead to a strong decreased attractiveness of the object. Although 

they tested the Word-of-Mouth in the management field, they showed that the Negative 

Word-of-Mouth can lead to a significant influence on the organization attractiveness perceived 

by potential applicants and lead to a decrease in the number of applicants. Furthermore, they 

also showed that there is negative relationship between the Perceived Credibility of the 

Word-of-Mouth Source and the Attractiveness (Van Hoye, & Lievens, 2007). From this 

research we assume that in the marketing field, Brand Attractiveness can also be influenced by 

Negative Word-of-Mouth. When consumers encounter Negative Word-of-Mouth, and if they 

find the Negative Word-of-Mouth to be useful for their decision making, their Brand 

Attractiveness will decrease.    

 

Non-Behavioral Outcome 4: Decreased Purchase Intentions 

Many studies concluded that negative Word-of-Mouth can effectively impede 

Word-of-Mouth receivers’ purchase behavior, and as a consequence, the revenues of the affected 

firms will decrease (Reichheld, Markey, & Hopton, 2000). Furthermore, the main consequence 

of the Negative Word-of-Mouth about the brand and product is the decreased purchase behavior 

and intentions of consumers (Martin & Lueg, 2013). Decreased Purchase Intentions refer to 

consumers making no further purchase of this brand or product, or consumers trying to find 

substitute products. When consumers believe the online negative Word-of-Mouth or rumor, the 

value of the brand and product will decrease. When consumers find that the brand or product is 

not worthy to be purchased, people begin to find substitute products. As a consequence, the 

purchase intentions will decrease. In the long term, the future purchase behavior may probably 
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stop. When consumers are planning to purchase the product again, they will not choose this 

brand again, and they will begin to try one substitute product of one new brand. According to 

Sundaram and Webster (1999), consumer’s purchase intentions are strongly influenced by the 

Negative Word-of-Mouth, once the brand is not familiar to them. So we can know that once 

consumers encounter the online Negative Word-of-Mouth, and if they find the Word-of-Mouth 

statement to be useful for their decision making, their purchase intentions will decrease. 

 

Behavioral Outcome 1: Spread the Negative Word-of-Mouth to Others 

Spreading the Negative Word-of-Mouth to others refers to the actions by consumers to 

spread the negative statements to the people they may know or not know. According to the 

literature, if people believe the online Negative Word-of-Mouth or online rumor, and they find 

the Word-of-Mouth statement to be useful to their decision making, then they are most likely to 

spread the Negative Word-of-Mouth to others. Some may forward the Negative Word-of-Mouth 

statements to acquaintances around them, or some may spread the Negative Word-of-Mouth 

statements to the people they don’t know via the internet. Van Hoye and Lievens (2009) showed 

that when consumers find that negative Word-of-Mouth is useful for their judgement and 

decision making, they are likely to spread the negative Word-of-Mouth to others. So we know 

that once Negative Word-of-Mouth Receivers find that the usefulness of the negative 

Word-of-Mouth is high to them, they are very likely and willing to spread the Negative 

statements to others. 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

The moderation effect of Brand Involvement on the relationship of Perceived 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Perceived Usefulness of the Negative 

Word-of-Mouth Model 
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   From the literature review, we know that both Brand Involvement and Perceived 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility can affect the Perceived Usefulness of the Negative 

Word-of-Mouth. Furthermore, they can have an interaction effect on the Perceived Usefulness 

of the Negative Word-of-Mouth. 

 

Figure 1: Moderation effect of Brand Involvement 

 

Figure 1 shows that Brand Involvement moderates the relationship between Perceived 

Negative Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Perceived Usefulness of Negative 

Word-of-Mouth. In other words, Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth is 

influenced by both Brand Involvement and Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility; and 

Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand Involvement have interaction effects 

on the Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth. H1 is constructed based on this 

model. 

H1a:  Brand Involvement moderates the relationship between Perceived Word-of-Mouth 

Source Credibility and Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth. When 

brand involvement is high, the relationship between the source credibility and perceived 

usefulness of the negative WOM is positive.  

H1b:  Brand Involvement moderates the relationship between Perceived Word-of-Mouth 
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Source Credibility and Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth. When 

brand involvement is low, the relationship between the source credibility and perceived 

usefulness of the negative WOM is positive.  

 

The mediation effect of the Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth and the 

Behavioral and Non-Behavioral Outcomes Model 

From the literature review, we know that the perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility 

and Brand Involvement can interact with each other to affect the consumers and generate 

Behavioral and Non-Behavioral Outcomes through their influence on the Perceived Usefulness 

of the Negative Word-of-Mouth. In another word, Perceived Usefulness of the Negative 

Word-of-Mouth is the mediator in the relationship of the interaction effect of the Perceived 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand Involvement with Behavioral and 

Non-Behavioral Outcomes. 

 The model also reveals that there are negative or positive relationships between the 

Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth and Behavioral and Non-Behavioral 

Outcomes. 
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Figure 2: Mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth and 

the outcomes of the NWOM 

 

Figure 2 shows that the Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth is a mediator 

in the relationship between the interaction effect of Perceived Negative Word-of-Mouth Source 

Credibility and Brand Involvement with the DVs. This figure also provides the Behavioral 

Outcomes and Non-Behavioral Outcomes of the online negative Word-of-Mouth, and the 

process of how the Perceived Negative Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility interacts with Brand 

Involvement to affect consumers through the Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth. H2, 

H3 and H4 are constructed based on this model.  

H2a:  Perceived WOM Source Credibility had a positive relationship with Perceived 

Usefulness of NWOM. 

H2b:  Brand Involvement had a negative relationship with Perceived Usefulness of NWOM. 

H3:  There is a mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth on 

the relationship between the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source 
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Credibility and Brand Involvement with the DVs. 

H4a:  There is a negative relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Brand 

Attitudes. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to lower (vs. 

stronger) Brand Attitudes.  

H4b:  There is a negative relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Brand 

Trust. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to lower (vs. stronger) 

Brand Trust.  

H4c:  There is a negative relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Brand 

Attractiveness. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to lower (vs. 

stronger) Brand Attractiveness.  

H4d:  There is a negative relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Purchase 

Intentions. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to lower (vs. 

stronger) Purchase Intentions.  

H4e:  There is a positive relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Spreading 

NWOM Behavior. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to higher 

(vs. lower) Spreading NWOM Behavior. 

 

STATEMENTS OF HYPOTHESES 

H1a:  Brand Involvement moderates the relationship between Perceived Negative 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Perceived Usefulness of the Negative 

Word-of-Mouth. When brand involvement is high, the relationship between the source 

credibility and perceived usefulness of the negative WOM is positive.  

H1b:  Brand Involvement moderates the relationship between Perceived Negative 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Perceived Usefulness of the Negative 

Word-of-Mouth. When brand involvement is low, the relationship between the source 

credibility and perceived usefulness of the negative WOM is positive.  

H2a:  Perceived WOM Source Credibility had a positive relationship with Perceived 
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Usefulness of NWOM. 

H2b:  Brand Involvement had a negative relationship with Perceived Usefulness of NWOM. 

H3:  There is a mediation effect of perceived usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth on 

the relationship between the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source 

Credibility and Brand Involvement with the DVs. 

H4a:  There is a negative relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Brand 

Attitudes. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to lower (vs. 

stronger) Brand Attitudes.  

H4b:  There is a negative relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Brand 

Trust. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to lower (vs. stronger) 

Brand Trust.  

H4c:  There is a negative relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Brand 

Attractiveness. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to lower (vs. 

stronger) Brand Attractiveness.  

H4d:  There is a negative relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Purchase 

Intentions. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to lower (vs. 

stronger) Purchase Intentions.  

H4e:  There is a positive relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and 

Spreading NWOM Behavior. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads 

to higher (vs. lower) Spreading NWOM Behavior. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Study Design  

    This is a 2*2 study between subject design, namely High and Low Word-of-Mouth Source 

Credibility by High and Low Word-of-Mouth Receivers’ Brand Involvement. As a result, there 
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are 4 scenarios to test the outcomes. Questionnaires are used as the data collection method. 

Participants are divided into 4 groups, and each group is randomly assigned one scenario. 

Participants were asked to read the Scenario Reading Materials before they filled out the 

questionnaires. The researcher was available to explain the questions the participants may have 

when they were reading the materials and filling out the questionnaires. Each scenario has more 

than 50 respondents, and there are 218 respondents in total. The questions measuring Brand 

Involvement and Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility are also included in the 

questionnaire. As a result, after the data are collected, there were manipulation checks to 

confirm that the Brand Involvement and Perceived NWOM Credibility were well controlled. 

 

Pretest 

    As it is 2* 2 scenarios study design, Brand Involvement is controlled as High and Low 

Brand Involvement, and Perceived Negative Word-of-Mouth Credibility is controlled as high 

and Low Perceived Negative Word-of-Mouth Credibility. There was a Pretest to make sure that 

the Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Word-of-Mouth Receivers’ Brand 

Involvement were well manipulated and controlled.  

The pretest only had High Brand Involvement and High Perceived Negative Word-of-Mouth 

Source Credibility, and Low Brand Involvement and Low Perceived Negative Word-of-Mouth 

Source Credibility. We used 2 scenarios to measure whether the Brand Involvement and 

Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility were well controlled. However, through these 2 

scenarios, High and Low Brand Involvement and High and Low Perceived Negative 

Word-of-Mouth Credibility can all be measured. We had 7 people for each scenario in the Pretest, 

the average score of the Low Brand Involvement is 2.27, and average score of the High Brand 

Involvement is 4.19. The significance between Low and High Brand Involvement groups is 

p=0.001. The average score of the Low Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility is 2.75 and 

the average score of the High Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility is 5.59. The 

significance between Low and High Perceived WOM Source Credibility groups is p=0.000. The 
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results of the pretest show that the Brand Involvement and Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source 

Credibility were well controlled. 

 

Measurement Scales 

    According to Martin and Lueg (2013), Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility is 

measured by 4 attributes (Word-of-Mouth Source Trustworthiness, Word-of-Mouth Source 

Experience, Word-of-Mouth Source Expertise, and Evidence). We used a 9-item measurement 

scale to measure the Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility. The items are insincere-sincere, 

untrustworthy-trustworthy, unpredictable-predictable, etc.. We ran a reliability test. The 

Cronbach's alpha for Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility is 0.990.  

    Brand Involvement is measured by a 7-item measurement scale adapted from Mittal and 

Lee (1989). The items are cannot express yourself-can express yourself, bad using 

experiment-good using experiment, cannot bring you pleasure-can bring you pleasure, etc.. The 

Cronbach’s alpha for Brand Involvement is 0.988.  

    Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth is measured by asking “To what extend do you 

think your decision will be affected by the Word-of-Mouth Statement”.  

    Brand Attitudes are measured by a 3-item measurement scale based on Garretson and 

Niedrich (2004). The items are bad-good, dislike-like, negative-positive. The Cronbach’s alpha 

for the Brand Attitudes is 0.967. 

    Brand Trust is measured by Garbarino and Johnson’s (1999) 3-item measurement scale. The 

items are unreliable-reliable, don’t trust to be good-trust to be good, etc.. The Cronbach’s alpha 

for Brand Trust is 0.974.  

    The Brand Attractiveness is measured by Ohanian’s (1990) 2-item measurement scale. The 

items are unattractive-attractive, unclassy-classy. The Cronbach’s alpha for Brand Attractiveness 

is 0.945. 

    Purchase intentions are measured with a 2-item measurement scale using Likert-type items 

anchored by “Strongly Disagree” (1) and “Strongly Agree” (7) (Putrevu & Lord, 1994). The 
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items are will not purchase in the future-will purchase in the future, not try next time-try next 

time. The Cronbach’s alpha for Purchase Intentions is 0.943.  

    The Spreading Negative Word-of-Mouth Behavior is measured by asking “You will spread 

the online statement to others after you read the report”. The questions are anchored by “Strongly 

Disagree” (1) and “Strongly Agree” (7). 

 

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

 

   Manipulation Checks: After the experiment, there were manipulation checks for Brand 

Involvement and Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility. The mean for Low Brand 

Involvement is 2.11. The mean for High Brand Involvement is 5.84. The significance is 

p=0.000. The mean for Low Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility is 2.35. The mean 

for High Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility is 5.81.The significance is p=0.000. The 

manipulation checks show that the Brand Involvement and Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility 

were well controlled.   

 

   Moderator Test: As the manipulation checks show, the Brand Involvement and Perceived 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility are well controlled. The Brand Involvement and Perceived 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility can be seen as categorical variables. Low Perceived 

Word-of-Mouth Credibility is coded as 1, and High Perceived Word-of-Mouth Credibility is 

coded as 2. Low Brand Involvement is coded as 1, and High Brand Involvement is coded as 2. 

A Two-way ANOVA is used to test the moderation effect of the Brand Involvement on the 

relationship of the Perceived WOM Source Credibility and Perceived Usefulness of the WOM 

Source.  
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Table 1 

 

Table 2 

Table 2 shows that the influences of the Brand Involvement and Perceived Word-of-Mouth 

Source Credibility on the Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth Source are significant, 

and the interaction effect of Brand Involvement and Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source 

Credibility to Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth Source is also significant. 

Conclusion on the moderation test: Brand Involvement and Perceived WOM Source 

Credibility both have main effects on the Perceived Usefulness of the NWOM, and the 

moderation effect of the Brand Involvement on the relationship of the Perceived WOM Source 

Credibility and Perceived Usefulness of the WOM Source is significant. Figure 1: H1 is 
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supported, and H1: Brand Involvement moderates the relationship between Perceived Negative 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth 

is supported. We conclude that consumers’ perceived usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth 

depends on the Brand Involvement and Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility. 

 

Figure 1 

 

   Mediation Test: For the Mediation Test, the Baron and Kenny 3-step method of testing 

mediation effects method is used  

 As Figure 2 shows, the mediator role of Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth on the 

relationship of the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand 

Involvement with DVs is being tested. As there are 5 DVs, there are 5 mediation relationships, 

and I did Baron & Kenny Mediation Test 5 times. 

Relationship 1: The mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth on the 

relationship of the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand 

Involvement with Brand Attitude. 

a. Regress the Brand Attitude (DV1) on the Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility, 

Brand Involvement, and Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement: 

B1, coefficient of the Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement is 
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significant. 

 

 

Table 3 

b. Regress the Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth (Mediator) on the 

Perceived Credibility of Word-of-Mouth Source, Brand Involvement, and Perceived 

WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement: B2, coefficient of the Perceived 

WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement is significant. 

  

Table 4 

c. Regress the Brand Attitude (DV) on both the Perceived usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth 

(Mediator) and Perceived Credibility of Word-of-Mouth Source, Brand Involvement, and 

Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement is significant: B3, 

coefficient of the mediator is significant.  
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Table 5 

Conclusion: From the test of relationship 1, the mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness 

of the Word-of-Mouth on the relationship of the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth 

Source Credibility and Brand Involvement with Brand Attitude is significant. Perceived 

Usefulness of the NWOM has a negative relationship with the Brand Attitude. 

 

Relationship 2: The mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth on the 

relationship of the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand 

Involvement with Brand Trust. 

a. Regress the Brand Trust (DV2) on the Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility, 

Brand Involvement, and Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement: 

B1, coefficient of the Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement is 

significant. 
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Table 6 

b. Regress the Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth (Mediator) on the 

Perceived Credibility of Word-of-Mouth Source, Brand Involvement, and Perceived 

WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement: B2, coefficient of the Perceived 

WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement is significant. 

  

Table 7 

c. Regress the Brand Trust (DV) on both the Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth 

(Mediator) and Perceived Credibility of Word-of-Mouth Source, Brand Involvement, and 

Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement is significant: B3, 

coefficient of the mediator is significant.  
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Table 8 

Conclusion: From the test of relationship 2, the mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness 

of the Word-of-Mouth on the relationship of the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth 

Source Credibility and Brand Involvement with Brand Trust is significant. Perceived usefulness 

of the NWOM has a negative relationship with the Brand Trust. 

 

Relationship 3: The mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth on the 

relationship of the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand 

Involvement with Brand Attractiveness. 

a. Regress the Brand Attractiveness (DV3) on the Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source 

Credibility, Brand Involvement, and Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand 

Involvement: B1, coefficient of the Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand 

Involvement is significant. 
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Table 9 

b. Regress the Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth (Mediator) on the 

Perceived Credibility of Word-of-Mouth Source, Brand Involvement, and Perceived 

WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement: B2, coefficient of the Perceived 

WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement is significant. 

  

Table 10 

c. Regress the Brand Attractiveness (DV) on both the Perceived usefulness of the 

Word-of-Mouth (Mediator) and Perceived Credibility of Word-of-Mouth Source, Brand 

Involvement, and Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement is 

significant: B3, coefficient of the mediator is significant.  
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Table 11 

Conclusion: From the test of relationship3, the mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness 

of the Word-of-Mouth on the relationship of the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth 

Source Credibility and Brand Involvement with Brand Attractiveness is significant. Perceived 

usefulness of the NWOM has a negative relationship with the Brand Attractiveness. 

 

Relationship 4: The mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth on the 

relationship of the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand 

Involvement with Purchase Intention. 

a. Regress the Purchase Intention (DV4) on the Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source 

Credibility, Brand Involvement, and Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand 

Involvement: B1, coefficient of the Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand 

Involvement is significant. 
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Table 12 

b. Regress the Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth (Mediator) on the 

Perceived Credibility of Word-of-Mouth Source, Brand Involvement, and Perceived 

WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement: B2, coefficient of the Perceived 

WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement is significant. 

  

Table 13 

c. Regress the Purchase Intention (DV) on both the Perceived usefulness of the 

Word-of-Mouth (Mediator) and Perceived Credibility of Word-of-Mouth Source, Brand 

Involvement, and Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement is 

significant: B3, coefficient of the mediator is significant.  
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Table 14 

Conclusion: From the test of relationship 4, the mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness 

of the Word-of-Mouth on the relationship of the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth 

Source Credibility and Brand Involvement with Purchase Intention is significant. Perceived 

usefulness of the NWOM has a negative relationship with the Purchase Intention. 

 

Relationship 5: The mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth on the 

relationship of the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand 

Involvement with Spreading NWOM Behavior. 

a. Regress the Spreading NWOM Behavior (DV5) on the Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source 

Credibility, Brand Involvement, and Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand 

Involvement: B1, coefficient of the Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand 

Involvement is significant. 
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Table 15 

b. Regress the Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth (Mediator) on the 

Perceived Credibility of Word-of-Mouth Source, Brand Involvement, and Perceived 

WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement: B2, coefficient of the Perceived 

WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement is significant. 

  

Table 16 

c. Regress the Spreading NWOM Behavior (DV) on both the Perceived Usefulness of the 

Word-of-Mouth (Mediator) and Perceived Credibility of Word-of-Mouth Source, Brand 

Involvement, and Perceived WOM Source Credibility times Brand Involvement is 

significant: B3, coefficient of the mediator is significant.  
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Table 17 

Conclusion: From the test of relationship 5, the mediation effect of Perceived Usefulness 

of the Word-of-Mouth on the relationship of the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth 

Source Credibility and Brand Involvement with Spreading NWOM Behavior is significant. 

Perceived usefulness of the NWOM has a positive relationship with the Spreading NWOM 

Behavior. 

 

Conclusions of the Mediation test: The Perceived WOM Source Credibility had a positive 

relationship with Perceived Usefulness of NWOM. Brand Involvement had a negative 

relationship with Perceived Usefulness of NWOM. 

The mediator role of Perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth on the relationships of 

the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand Involvement 

with the 5 dependent variables is supported.  

Furthermore, the perceived Usefulness of NWOM has negative relationships with Brand 

Attitude, Brand Trust, Brand Attractiveness, Purchase Intention, and the perceived Usefulness 

of NWOM has a positive relationship with Spreading NWOM Behavior. 

As a result, Figure 2 is supported. We know in the online scenario, how the perceived 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility interacts with Brand Involvement to influence consumers, 
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and the behavioral and non-behavioral outcomes of the online Negative Word-of-Mouth. We 

also know the process of the negative Word-of-Mouth Spreading. 

 

Figure 2 

As the mediation role of the perceived Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth has been shown. 

H2, H3, and H4 are supported. 

H2a: Perceived WOM Source Credibility has a positive relationship with Perceived Usefulness 

of NWOM. 

H2b: Brand Involvement has a negative relationship with Perceived Usefulness of NWOM. 

H3: There is a mediation effect of perceived usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth on the 

relationship between the interaction effect of Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and 

Brand Involvement with the DVs. 

H4a: There is a negative relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Brand 

Attitudes. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to lower (vs. stronger) 1 

Brand Attitudes.  
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H4b: There is a negative relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Brand 

Trust. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to lower (vs. stronger) Brand 

Trust.  

H4c: There is a negative relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Brand 

Attractiveness. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to lower (vs. stronger) 

Brand Attractiveness.  

H4d: There is a negative relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Purchase 

Intentions. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to lower (vs. stronger) 

Purchase Intentions.  

H4e: There is a positive relationship between Perceived Usefulness of NWOM and Spreading 

NWOM Behavior. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of NWOM leads to higher (vs. 

lower) Spreading NWOM Behavior. 

 

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

Theoretical Implications 

Based on the findings from this thesis, we know that when people encounter an online 

negative Word-of-Mouth, Brand Involvement and Perceived WOM Source Credibility have 

direct effects on the Perceived Usefulness of the NWOM. Furthermore, Brand Involvement and 

the extent of their Perceived Credibility of the Word-of-Mouth Source have interaction effect 

on the forming of the Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth, which is a crucial 

step in the process of Word-of-Mouth spreading. We know that Perceived Word-of-Mouth 

Source Credibility and Brand Involvement together influence the Perceived Usefulness of the 

Word-of-Mouth. This finding can reveal how the Perceived Usefulness of the NWOM is 

formed and which factors can affect the Perceived Usefulness of the NWOM. This finding can 

contribute to the existing literature, as there is few research that studied this variable.  
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On the other hand, this research also showed that the Perceived Usefulness of the 

Word-of-Mouth has a mediating effect on the relationship between the interaction effect of 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand Involvement with the outcomes of NWOM. 

From this study, we can determine the process of how Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility 

interacts with Brand Involvement to influence the DVs in the online Negative Word-of-Mouth 

scenario. In the online Negative Word-of-Mouth scenario, the Word-of-Mouth Source 

Credibility interacts with Brand Involvement to influence the DVs through the Perceived 

Usefulness of the Word-of-Mouth. This finding has theoretical implications by revealing the 

process by which Negative WOM is spreading and by revealing the mediating role of the 

Perceived Usefulness of the Negative Word-of-Mouth. This contributes to the existing 

literature. 

   This thesis also has theoretical implications by systemically studying the Behavioral and 

Non-Behavioral Outcomes of the online Negative Word-of-Mouth which has not been done 

before. The Non-Behavioral Outcomes of the online Negative Word-of-Mouth are Decreased 

Brand Attractiveness, Negative Brand Attitude, Decreased Brand Trust, and Decreased 

Purchase Intentions. The Behavioral Outcomes of the online Negative Word-of-Mouth make it 

more possible for Word-of-Mouth Receivers to spread the Negative Word-of-Mouth to others. 

  From this research, we may also conclude that Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of 

Negative Word-of-Mouth leads to lower (vs. stronger) Brand Attitudes. Higher (vs. lower) 

Perceived Usefulness of Negative Word-of-Mouth leads to lower (vs. stronger) Brand Trust. 

Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of negative Word-of-Mouth leads to lower (vs. 

stronger) Brand Attractiveness. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived Usefulness of negative 

Word-of-Mouth leads to lower (vs. stronger) Purchase Intentions. Higher (vs. lower) Perceived 

Usefulness of negative Word-of-Mouth leads to higher (vs. lower) levels of spreading negative 

Word-of-Mouth Behavior. There is a direct relationship between the Perceived Usefulness of 

the Negative Word-of-Mouth and the behavioral and non-behavioral outcomes. This finding 

can contribute theoretically to the Word-of-Mouth research, because these findings reveal the 
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causal relationships between the perceived usefulness of the NWOM and the behavioral and 

non-behavioral outcomes. 

This research was inspired by Martin and Lueg (2013). Although we know that there are 

many studies about positive Word-of-Mouth and the effects of Word-of-Mouth, there are very 

few studies looking at the behavioral and non-behavioral outcomes of the online negative 

Word-of-Mouth, the mediation effect of perceived usefulness of the NWOM, and the direct 

effect and interaction effect of Brand Involvement and Perceived WOM Source Credibility to 

the Perceived Usefulness of the NWOM. This thesis fills this research gap.  

 

Managerial Implications 

From this thesis, we know that the Brand Involvement and Perceived WOM Source 

Credibility have direct and interaction effects on the Perceived Usefulness of the NWOM. This 

finding has significant managerial implications for brand managers of companies. With this 

finding, they may know what are the key factors influencing the extent of consumers’ Perceived 

Usefulness of NWOM statements. According to this finding, they may create more 

opportunities for consumers to have positive use experiences and closer ties with their products 

and brands. Once the consumers’ emotional link with the brand is strong or they have the 

chance to know the brand is trustworthy and of good quality, they will find the rumors are not 

so useful for their decision making and judgement. As a result, they may be not very deeply 

influenced by the Negative Word-of-Mouth about the brand or product. In this case, the brand 

manager may more easily deal with the rumor or the negative Word-of-Mouth when there is a 

rumor or a negative Word-of-Mouth about the brand circulating in the market. This may also 

provide the brand managers with an inspiration that by improving consumers’ brand 

involvement, they can effectively prevent consumers from feeling that the negative 

Word-of-Mouth is useful to them when there is a rumor or a negative Word-of-Mouth about 

their brand.  
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This research also shows to marketing managers that the perceived usefulness is a very 

critical factor in the process of online NWOM spreading. The online rumor is influencing the 

consumers by making them think that the NWOM statements are useful for their judgement and 

decision making. This finding may inform the marketing managers that by successfully 

managing the perceived usefulness of the NWOM of consumers, they may successfully control 

the influence of the rumors about the brand.    

This thesis may provide the outcomes of the NWOM to brand managers. The 

Non-Behavioral Outcomes of the online Negative Word-of-Mouth are Decreased Brand 

Attractiveness, Negative Brand Attitudes, Decreased Brand Trust, and Decreased Purchase 

Intentions. The Behavioral Outcomes of the online Negative Word-of-Mouth make it more 

possible for Word-of-Mouth Receivers to spread the Negative Word-of-Mouth to others. 

Furthermore, this thesis also provides managerial implications to marketing managers. This 

thesis identified the Behavioral and Non-Behavioral outcomes of the online negative 

Word-of-Mouth for the marketing managers, as they identify the outcomes and the processes of 

the online Negative Word-of-Mouth spreading. They may develop adaptive strategies to deal 

with the online Negative Word-of-Mouth about the brand if there are rumors about the brand. 

According to our findings, we know that although the online negative Word-of-Mouth can 

be unreal, there is still a high probability that the rumor may influence consumers and have 

Behavioral and Non-Behavioral outcomes once people think the extent of the rumor Source’s 

credibility is high. However, if the rumor listeners have high brand Involvement, they may 

ignore the rumor. In this case, this research can help marketing managers pay more attention to 

the online rumor. The online rumor can indeed have a high probability of causing significant 

harm and make the sales of the product decrease. The marketing managers may develop more 

strategies to enhance the consumer’s Brand Involvement in advance to deal with the loss caused 

by potential rumors.  
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LIMITATION AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

 

This topic can be further researched. This study is more focused on the influence of 

Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility and Brand Involvement on consumers. However there may 

be more factors to influence consumers’ decisions and behaviors in the online negative 

Word-of-Mouth scenario. For example, consumers’ personality can be a very important factor 

in consumers’ decision making process and consumers’ information acceptance process. For 

example, whether the person prefer to refer to his own knowledge in the decision making 

process or the person is easily influenced by the opinions from the outside world. As a result, 

consumers’ personality‘s role in the negative Word-of-Mouth spreading can be further 

researched.  

On the other hand, our findings can be further tested and confirmed by observing in the real 

world how people would react when they encounter an online Negative word-of-Mouth or a 

rumor. In other words, future research can do an observational study or field experiment in the 

real world to confirm the results of this study.   

Researchers can explore the negative Word-of-Mouth in difference culture scenarios. As 

there is a huge difference between the western and eastern cultures, as the western cultures tend 

to be individualistic and the eastern cultures collectivistic. Consumers from collectivistic 

cultures may be more strongly and easily influenced by the Negative Word-of-Mouth than the 

consumers from the individualistic cultures.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: The Story of the Study: 

The battery concern: 

You bought a new laptop last month. Now, you found that the battery is easily to be 

overcharged, and even worth, the battery doesn’t have the overcharge protection system. 

Therefore, the battery is easily to be overheated, and because of the overcharged issue, there is 

a high risk of explosion. Later, you found the battery concern report on the following online 

information platform said that until the end of 2010, there are already 2000 cases of this brand’s 

laptop explosion. Many people got injured or killed. 

 

Appendix B: The Low Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility & High Brand 

Involvement Scenario Reading material:  
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Appendix C: The High Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility & High Brand 

Involvement Scenario Reading material:  
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Appendix D: The Low Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility & Low Brand 

Involvement Scenario Reading material: 
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Appendix E: The High Perceived Word-of-Mouth Source Credibility & Low Brand 

Involvement Scenario Reading material: 
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Appendix F: The Questionnaire for the pretest 

1. How sincere is the organization that made the statement? 

Very insincere 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very sincere 

 

2. How trustworthy is the organization that made the statement? 

Very untrustworthy 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very trustworthy 

 

3. How predictable is the organization that made the statement? 

Very unpredictable 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very predictable  

 

4. Does the organization that made the statement have a great deal of formal education in his 

professional field? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

5. Does the organization that made the statement have been well trained? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

6. Does the organization that made the statement have had a high degree of experience of 

examining the consumer products and generating trustworthy report? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

7. Does the organization that made the statement has had a high degree of familiarity with the 

examining the consumer products? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 
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8. Is there proof that this organization's claim regarding the laptop is authentic? 

Strongly lack of proof 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly full of proof 

 

9. Is there proof that is enough to support the claim? 

Strongly lack of proof 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly full of proof 

 

10. With the brand “Vioo” you bought, other people can know your characters. 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

11. You think “Vioo” can express yourself.  

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

12. If others use “Vioo”, you could pretty much guess what kind of a person he/she might be. 

 Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

13.  You believe “Vioo” brings you a lot of pleasure and a great using experience. 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

14.  You believe “Vioo” brings you more pleasure and greater using experience than other 

brands can bring you. 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 
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15.  After you buy the “Vioo”, you think it is a big deal if this is a wrong decision. 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

16. A bad buy of laptop could bring you grief and heavy burden.  

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 
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Appendix G: The Questionnaire of the full study 

1. How sincere is the organization that made the statement? 

Very insincere 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very sincere 

 

2. How trustworthy is the organization that made the statement? 

Very untrustworthy 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very trustworthy 

 

3. How predictable is the organization that made the statement? 

Very unpredictable 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very predictable  

 

4. Does the organization that made the statement have a great deal of formal education in his 

professional field? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

5. Does the organization that made the statement have been well trained? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

6. Does the organization that made the statement have had a high degree of experience of 

examining the consumer products and generating trustworthy report? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

7. Does the organization that made the statement has had a high degree of familiarity with the 

examining the consumer products? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 
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8. Is there proof that this organization's claim regarding the laptop is authentic? 

Strongly lack of proof 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly full of proof 

 

9. Is there proof that is enough to support the claim? 

Strongly lack of proof 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly full of proof 

 

10. With the brand “Vioo” you bought, other people can know your characters. 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

11. You think “Vioo” can express yourself.  

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

12. If others use “Vioo”, you could pretty much guess what kind of a person he/she might be. 

 Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

13.  You believe “Vioo” brings you a lot of pleasure and a great using experience. 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

14.  You believe “Vioo” brings you more pleasure and greater using experience than other 

brands can bring you. 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 
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15.  After you buy the “Vioo”, you think it is a big deal if this is a wrong decision. 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

16. A bad buy of laptop could bring you grief and heavy burden.  

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

17. To what extend do you think your decision will be affected by the WOM information? 

Very little 1   2    3   4   5   6   7 Very much 

 

18. The level of the negativeness of the organization’s claim? 

Very negative 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very NOT negative 

 

19. After you read the statement provided above this organization, you think “Vioo” will 

provide the product which always meets your expectations? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

20. After you read the statement provided above this organization, will you think that you can 

always trust “Vioo” to be good? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

21. After you read the statement provided above this organization, will you think that “Vioo” is 

reliable? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 
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22. After you read the statement provided above this organization, what is your attitude toward 

the “Vioo” now? 

a) Very Bad 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very good 

b) Very negative 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very positive 

c) Very dislike 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very like 

 

23. After you read the statement provided above this organization, you think how dependable or 

undependable is the brand “Vioo”? 

Very undependable 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very dependable 

 

24. After you read the statement provided above this organization, you think how honest is 

“Vioo”? 

Very dishonest 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very honest 

 

25. After you the statement provided above this organization, you think how sincere or 

insincere is the brand “Vioo”? 

Very insincere 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very sincere 

 

26. After you read the statement provided above this organization, you think “Vioo” is still 

attractive to you? 

Very unattractive 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very attractive 

 

27. After you the statement provided above this organization, you think “Vioo” is still classy to 

you? 
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Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

28. After you the statement provided above this organization, you think it is very likely that I 

will buy “Vioo” in the future? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

29. After you the statement provided above this organization, you think you will purchase 

“Vioo” in the next time you need a laptop? 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

30. Will you tell the “Laptop is likely explosion” information to friends or others? 

Very Low possibility 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very High possibility 

 

31. Will you stop purchase “Vioo”’s laptop in the future? 

Very Low possibility 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Very High possibility 

 


